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INTERVIEW WITH CLIF MEADOR They were artist brochures partly because it's 
by Brad Freeman hard to do a sustained effort when you're a n  

undergraduate. So I would do a few press sheets. 
Clif Meador's ideas and work intersect at the com- But you know how much work is involved in mak- 
puter, the offset printing press, and the book This ing a book, and there just wasn't enough time in a 
k ~ e w  took place at SUNY Purchase, Center for semester to make a book. 

Nobody was teaching book structures or any- 
thing like that. There were people around interest- 

-CM: My involvement with the book comes firom ed in how the singular photograph was mute, and 
m y  involvement with the press. As a photography the idea that a photograph communicated more 
-student at RISD [late 70sl I got interested in print- as part of a body of work. The relationships 
h g  a s  a n  alternative way of presenting my work. between photographs, or the narrative structure 

My interest in printing all along was that it that emerges out of a group of photographs was 
was a productive system and not only a method of an  important idea to me. All that goes into the 
-zeproduction. One of the ways we made halftones Ideas about making books. And the little 

- mx with auto screen film. We cut it into 4 x 5 brochures I was making would have more than 
pieces and shot it in view cameras, so that we one image, they would have three or four with a 
were making pictures directly for printing. That little bit of text. I used text from the beginning. I 
was my introduction to the idea that printing was- think I've always written everythng that goes into 
n't necessarily only a reproductive process. my books. The earliest stuff was small scale poetry 

We'd had a photo history course and I remem- rather than a big narrative text. 
ber being really impressed with Stieglitz' involve- We were hand lettering in reverse on wipe-on 
ment with Camerawork where he considered the litho plates at first. 1 found the wcry letters came 
photogravures in Camerawork to be original out after being written backwards very appealing, 

. prints. Sometimes they never existed in any other because they looked kind of wrong. But when we 
form but just as  photogravures. And I was interest- got the offset press I was writing right reading 
ed in getting away from the gallery as  a way to with litho crayon. It looked crude and direct and 
disseminate my work. the whole aesthetic was a n  effort to not disguise 

the nature of the process, but rather .to embrace 
BF: Where was that notion from? the cruddy quality of it. 

3 
P The photographers thought it was dumb and 

CM: Probably from the leftover socialism from the the printmakers couldn't understand why I want- 
60s. We would take field trips to New York a lot g ed to print photographs. So I didn't have a very 
and I remember being really appalled with the good audience for what I was doing. I did some 9 
kind of people hanging out in galleries. It seemed 2 stuff that was completely drawn and that got a 
like artists were making things that were decora- better response from the printmakers but the pho- 
tive objects and that never fit in with my notion of - tographers didn't understand why that was pho- 
what art was. tography. RISD at that time was very cornpart- 

8 
I mentalized. 

BE When did the book come into your work? One day when I was a senior the Book Bus 
from Visual Studies Workshop showed up. [See 

: CM: The book came in because I started Joan Lyons interview in IAB4, fall, 1995.1 It was the 
doing printing. When I was a n  undergrad- first time that I had the idea that there were a i uate I made brochures, folded pieces of group of artists trying to make books. I had 
paper - they weren't quite artist books yet. very unfocused ideas about what a book was 

contd , on page 2 
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contd , from page I 

and what I was trying to do. It was very unclear. I 
was attracted to printing and I liked the idea that I 
could make art objects that weren't precious. But I 
didn't have a context to put that work into. 

I was SO excited about the work I saw in the 
Book Bus. It was inspiring. But I didn't have 
enough money to buy anything. However, now I 
had this idea that there wccs a group of people 
doing books. There were some books from Nexus 
Press in Atlanta, and I had always identified 
myself as  a southerner. Oh God! Somebody in the 
south dolng art! The whole idea of somebody 
doing art in the south was kind of a novelty to me. 
My experience hadn't been that it was a very cul- 
tural place. 

Soon after graduation I was hired at Nexus 
Press by Michael Goodman and Gary Lee Souper. 
It was a CETA position - Comprehensive Educa- 
tion Training Act. That would have been August of 
1980. Michael taught me how to print on the 
Hamada [offset press], which took a while. 

CETA was a n  open ended program but the 
problem was that Reagcm got elected and the first 
thing he did was cancel the whole CEXA pro- 
gram. So I lost my job. Then I got a job at a printer 
called J.B. Richard. We printed a lot of low end off- 
set stuff - forms. They had a little Hamada that 
hadn't been run in years and they hired me to run 
it. Eventually I ran a Harris [offset pressl while the 
foreman watched. I became a really good press- 
man from the experience of working in the mdus- 
try. That was my professional indoctrination as  a 
pressman. In fact, I st111 carry a picture of that Har- 
ris in my wallet. 

My journeyman printing days continued at 
Open Studio with Phil Zimmermann in Rhinebeck 
[NYI from 82 to 84. Then I became director of Nexus 
Press in 85 and stayed until 88. My most memo- 
rable experiences there have to be working on Bill 
Burke's I Want to Take Picture and the birth of my 
son James. I learned a lot at Nexus - especially the 
difficulties of publishing artists' books. 

and round it wm, upon a hill. 
I t  made the slovenly wilderness 
Surrollnd that hill. 

The wildernea rme up to it, 
And sprawled around, no longer wild. 

by Wallace Stevens 

The structure is a combination of accordian 
fold with pop-up ribs that aren't glued into the 
page but are cut out of the page. As long as  I was 
mahng a book that was sculptural I wanted it to 
remain a book. I wanted to think about how a text 
is performed in the space of the sculpture. 

1 was aware when I was making Anecdote 
that I was sick of sculptural boob. And I bad this 
one last idea that I really wanted to do, even 
though at the time 1 thought I was done with this 
kind of book. R lot of the bookwork that is sculpkrr- 





contd , from page 3 

after the structure. 1 had some rough notes on 
what was going to happen on each page then I 
wrote it to fit. Sometimes I write to fit, sometimes I 
don't. It lust depends. 

The images are found-imagery from Comp- 
ton's encyclopedia, even though I knew I definitely 
dldn't want to use appropriated imagery any- 
more. I had three more books that were in the 
works that were using appropriated imagery but it 
was too late to stop at that point. I often work on 
many books at once. In fact, I always have three 
or four projects in various stages of completion 
going at the same time. 

The press here at Purchase [SUNY Purchase, 
Center for Edltionsl wasn't registering very well at 
that point, so I wanted a lot of forgiveness in the 
register of colors. Some of the printing is flat color 
on top of another color halftone, and some I used 
the same halftone with different colors. The 
famous Miles DeCoster method. The idea was that 
the press would hopefully come out of register. He 
was always, technically, a n  enormous influence 
just In the way he worked - the Chicago cheap 
and dirty school of offset printing. I don't print llke 
this anymore. Now I'm attempting to make the 
technique more perfected. I'm trying much harder 
printing techniques that a few years ago I would- 
n't have tried. Two, three colors; bght register. 

Sea Change, 1990, Purchase, NY, CM at the Cen- 
, 14 pages, 6.5" x 5.5" 

CM: In Sea Change there is an  opposition 
between a passenger ship and an  aircraft carrier 
and a reef and a waterfall. The reef is a danger to 
the ships, but the ship becomes dangerous itself 
because it's a military ship. 

I've come to the idea &at the edition size of my 
books reflects some estimation of the sa le  of the 
id=. So =me book are cr hunched copy idea, 
some are a hundred and By. I think Sea: Change 
might b more of a eighty copy idea. I don't think 
I'll ever make q book with more than four hundred 
capim, mainly because of the problem of distribu- 
hri. X am tw bad at distributing my work. 

M q b  Sea Chetnge is just: a forty copy idea. I 
W$ it's that well worked out - there's a sim- 
pie oppsition of the two ships and the reef and 
the -edaU but I'm not really sure it goes very 

But thi-g about the warship made me think 
nature ctf war. And that led directly to 

Lima Lima Ycmkee. 

e e .  

Takee ,  1991, Purchase, - 

ons, 57 gages, 8" x 5.75" 

dden in the book, whch most 

I thught was about 

Clif Meador, FOXTROT OSCAR LIMP. LIMA YANKEE, 1991, three page sequence C l ~ f  Meador. FOXTROT OSCAR LIMA LIMA YANKEL, 19-y 



dle of the press sheet which is where the gears 
engaged and disengaged, Now it'll print a flat 
really w d .  That was twenty years of wear with a 
bunch of student printers. I think if it's just a few 
people trained to use it, it will last a lot longer. I 
only taught one or two students how to print and 
that was over a five y m  span. And every time I 
thought it was a bad idea afterwards. I think grad- 
uate students have a better case for wanting to 
learn how. It takes so long to get good at it. I used 
to think it took txw years to learn how to print, but I 
don't believe that's true anymore. I think it takes 
longer than that. Maybe we're the last of the 
artists who're a h  offset printers. Who were the 
first? Did Eugene Feldman actually run a press? 
Todd Walker was the first artist I heard about who 
was actually running a press. I really like the 
quality of his film work I remember looking at his 
film work and not being able to figure out how he 
did it. 

Now I'm interested in having someone else 
print my work. r'm making more of the choices 
before I get to the press. You can preview things / 

on the computer almost as if they were printed. 
Once you print enough that way the feedback 
locsp gets completed and you can anticipate how 
things are going to look. People who don't have 
any printing experience can't anticipate what's 
going to happen from what they see on the screen 
because it's so different. There are so many points 
of interpretation from the computer file to ink on 
paper. A lot of my h k s  me made in a printmak- 
ing type of way. I print a little bit and look at it, 
thinkaboutit,andprintsomemoreonit.Onthe ~ 

latest book [Long Slow Mar&, 19971 there's very 
little printmaking going on because the decisions 
are being made on the computer. 

Alabama Agricultural Agent Railroad Passes 
1929-1930, 1994, Purchase, NY: Chl at the Center 
for Editions, 39 pages (with one imse card insert- 
ed), 7" x 5" 

BF: I really like the typeface of the title. What type- 
face is that? Or did you create it? It works very 
well smdl; why is that? 

CM: I didn't make that face. It's lvfhion; a multiple 
master typeface which is a technology that allows 
for intermediate steps between other typefaces. 
One of the problems with digital type is that it's 
drawn at one size and then the computer scales it 
up or down. It doesn't change anything in terms of 
the relationship of the thick to the thins or the type 

mn*d.. on page 6 



contd , from page 5 

or the x-height or any of that. In fact, type needs to 
be drawn for each size it's going to be. As it gets 
smaller the counters need to be bigger, and the x- 
height needs to grow in relationship to the ascen- 
ders. The contrast to the letters needs to go down 
as it gets smaller. So, in multiple master typefaces 
a drawing is done for a small optical size and a 
draw~ng IS done for a big optlcal size, then you 
can interpolate sizes using the computer. The title 
is set in a type that's designed to be used in the 
size that you see it. That's one of the things that 
makes it look good. 

BF: Except the letter space between the "P" and 
the "A" is a little bad. 

CM: The "P" - "A" kern is a llttle bad. It's not per- 
fected. None of my typography is perfected. Min- 
ion references old style, humanist typefaces. 

The idea for Alabama Agricultural Agent 
Railroad Passes was that it was to be a portrait of 
my grandfather who was a veterinarian and 
worked for the railroad. The portrait was to consist 
of the passes that he kept in his wallet during a 
one year season. It's a kind of material history in 
which the passes talk about a significant moment 
in the south. It was the beginning of the "Great 
Depression" which hit the south much harder than 
the rest of the country. The south was already poor 
and the depression made it poorer. I grew up 

r hearing stories about the depression. My grandfa- 
ther had been a n  adult during the depression. 
And my maternal grandmother and grandfather 
were starting their lives as  adults, so they were in 
adult life during the depression and there were 
lots of stories about how hard it was. My maternal 
grandmother was from Greensboro, Alabama 
which is where Let Us Now Praise Famous Men 
[James Agee and Walker Evans, 19411 occurs. She 

THEY SAID THAT THE TRAINS 
'C-SED TO R1.S OX 

TInrE, BT-T THAT they didn't 
I I<SOIV 

They were slow In those days, painfully slow. To get from Selma to Mobile meant 
changlng tralns and a long watt for that other tram. And unbelievably dirty. The 

coal burning steam englnes produced as much grime as a good-stzed iron 
furnace and the windows on those t ram opened. 

Everything turned black. 
I never knew hi well, but I imagine him at reany seem, hke bacon sinking in honey 

night, on tram, chugging throughthe steamy Fmers unable to sell (and ship) their livestock 
south, going from one small town to another, fo' enough to pay their mortgages and taxes 

loolung at livestock. It was the beginnmg of the Nickel cotton, later on, ruining whole 
great depression, and the south suffered as plantations Sharecroppem stuck, forever in 

much as anywhere did. He must have seen the debt, unable to leave, unable to grow enough to 
collapse in slow motion, the way conapses get ahead. In a way, 

was there at the same time those guys were. 
So I felt some connection to the depresslon; 

and then I thought of these railroad passes as  
standing in for that change happening. Whatever 
the character of that change was. There's not 
much change batween 1 929 and 1 930 In the pass- 
es, A few companies changed. The railroad puss- 
es stand for a whole different kind of capitalism. 
T b r e  was much greater diversity of companies, 

af capitactlism was smaller. But now, for 
there are two or three railroad compa- 

nies i21 tb wh01e country. At that point in the state 
re were at Ieast nineteen rail- 

a. Those were the ones that my 
exchange r~ghts with. There 

r of separate companies, all 
g, and serving as the center of 

roads would pay each 
af tracks, and lease tracks. In cities 

uld erect stations if 

to build a facility, hence Union. 
a little story about my grandfa- 

n pages of the book. I like 
the frncJi&t=y of &at mlcttiunship. I like the tenuous- 
ness of the idea tb& that thing could fall out and 
then the whale bsok lows its context, because this 
one thing falb out of it. I love that idea bemuse it 
talks csbout what history rwlly is. It's just acciden- 
tal connections that get made that produce the 
stories that make history. There aren't large stone 
tablets arranged in a central locahon that have 
the authoritative history written on them. It's acci- 
dental connections, it's pieces of ephemera that 
survive for us to look at. 

I thought about how the financial system had 
cornpired to imprison everybody in ths  collapse. 
Sharecropping was a big thing in the south, and 
when it came apart everybody was mired in it. 
You know bacon doesn't sink very fast in honey. 

Having children and my children starting to 
grow up storied me thinking about my past. Who I 
thought f was and what I thought my connection 
was to my own pmt, to my family. This book was 
the first thing I did that started to address those 
issues, A lot of what I've done since then has been 
a b u t  my own history, And I b o w  everybody 
does that and it's all a bore ... But I can tell these 
stories with the most authority. 

Cl~f Meador, Alabama Agricultural Agent Railraad Passes 1929-1930,1994 
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0 0 • thinking about Fournier's ornaments. He was a n  
Eutritional Disea~e Throw Rugs, 1995, Purchase, 18th century French typographer. How could they 
W, CCM at  the Center for Editions, 11 pages, 10.75" be used a s  decoration in typography? I was start- 

ing to teach typography so I was thinking about 
the history of typography and doing lettering. It all 
came together one day when I was working with 
the brush and  the pen. 

was a big past of growing up. We would sit at I built this book [Nutritional Disease Throw 
inner table and  talk about disease with my Rugs1 entirely in the computer. I made the  me in 
r. He would tell us h u t  interestingd6eases the program Fontographer. I fiddled with it for a 

year or so before it was anywhere close to usable. 
It was still not quite usable, but I used it anyway. 

Nutritional d ieases  were a big part of the I imagined a family living in the south, work- 
ression in the south k m s e  people cmldn't ing in a mill, and eating just corn meal all winter 

along with fat back, What would happen to them? 

BF: But the book is beautiful, the type is beautiful, 
the designs are beautiful ... There is a striking dis- 
crepancy between that beauty and the ugliness 
and pain of disease. 

CM: I was thinking about the deep impulse that 
r whole savings and bought h w  a couple people have to make beautiful things. People care 
es. She ate the oranges, got a little better, about how they make things. It's kind of a n  odd 

idea maybe - but these people that work in textile 
mills might start thinking about making rugs, and 
because of their experiences with nutritional dis- 
eases they might make rugs of nutritional dis- 
eases. 

This all really got started when I saw rugs 
from Afghanistan with Khalashnikovs [automatic 

en  brothem and sisters in Thornasville. rifles], and tanks, and helicopters, and mortars a s  
hen I was growing up, getting oranges ut the patterns in the rugs. I was imagining this cul- 

mas was special and impartant. ture in Afghanistan making these rugs that talked 
about the implements of war that they were 

We got oranges in our Christmas stockings. It embedded in. I bought one of these rugs in New 
seem like a big dwt to me but it was dear York. They look like a n  oriental rug but they have 

instruments of war in them. 
I imagined my own culture having a textile 

heritage in the south, and the rugs that they might 
make out of that. I know it's corrupt in a way. In 
some ways it trivializes a painful thing, 

I was looking at a lot of typography. 
mcnn industry in the south was still &xtiie 0 . .  

that point. The textile milk started moving Long Slow March, 1997, Purchase, NY, CM at the 
Center for Editions, 212 pages, 8" x 5.25" 

nning of the 20rh, and that was the big 
ent. The companies were legving the CM: We lived in Selma [Alabamal in 1962 - 63. 
the northeast and moving to the South There was no civil rights protesting going on at 

that time m Selma but there was protesting in 
Birmingham. I was in a n  all-white school in first 
grade in 1963 during the bombing of the churches 

of them - oh, well ... If somebody feil into in Birmingham. We were taken out of school a 
that was just too bad. couple of times a week for bomb threats. There 
also looking at a lot of typography and were times when we would spend whole after- 

contd , on page 8 
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noons out on the playground while the police 
searched the building. I have no idea why. At this 
point it would be entlrely speculation. It could 
have been the Klan doing it, it could have been a 
black activist doing it. I would suspect the Klan 
first of all. Or crazy people who thought they were 
part of the Klcm. The intention was to create a n  
environment of fear and violence; to incite the 
white community. They were very afrard. They 
were terrified. 

There were ~nstances of integration that hap- 
pened invisibly. Any father was on the house staff 
of the University of Alabama-Birmingham Hospi- 
tal at the time. One night they got together and 
decided to integrate all the wards in the hospital. 
They did it overnight and nobody ever said any- 
thing about it. People went to sleep in white wards 
and black wards. They woke up in the morning 
and people were distributed so there were black 
and white people together. Nobody ever com- 
plained because in hospitals people are  power- 
less. But when they tried to do that with schools ' 
there was a little more resistance. 

I became fascinated with the idea of the civil 
rights march [from Selma to Montgomery]. The 
journey was a metaphor for the rise out of slavery. 
It was symbolic for the whole struggle for civil 
rights. First, freedom from slavery, then equal 
rights a s  citizens. 

I took the idea of the road being symbolic of 
the struggle from slavery to citizenship and made 
photographs of the roud. I drove from Selma to 
Montgomery in 1994 and took pictures every half 
mile of the actual road that they marched on. 
Along side the road has just been declared a park 
to commemorate the march. I thlnk it's a great 
idea. It's such a n  uplifting thing to me. The road is 
mostly four lane now and in my childhood I 
remember it being two lane. I remember the road 
from childhood because we drove that way fre- 
quently. 

The book begins a s  a visual narrative of the 
road from Selma to Montgomery; a s  a record of 
the place where the march happened. It starts 
with a picture of the Alabama River and the 
Edmund Pettus Bridge. The Edmund Pettus Bridge 
crosses the river and it's at the foot of that bndge 
where the conflict with the troopers happened. 

I had collected title pages from slave narra- 
tives which dated from the middle of the 19th cen- 
tury. These are a record of the depth of the strug- 
gle. Of how long the struggle has been going on. 
Therek a huge literature of slave narratives, 
which I only became exposed to when I started 

s - -. - thinking about this project three or four years ago. 

5 1  
:* - 

I had read some Frederick Douglass and a few oi 
the others. But I hadn't realized how profound t h ~ s  
literature was and I was deeply impressed. In the 
first part of the 19th century the abolitionists used 
the slave narratives a s  evidence of their claims. In 
the last half of the 19th century the narratives 
were used to support the idea of equal rights. I 
imagined these title pages as  hanging in the air 
aver the road during the march. C As I was thinking about the struggle for civil 
&hts I began to think about the rear guard action : 
bught by white southerners trying to stop civil 3 

? 
z-ightk .M the apologists for a pollcy of separate ' 

but equd who fought civil rights. I found a pam- 
phlet that was printed in Selma in 1965 nght after 
&e march, culled the "Story of Selma". It was the 
ekc'use or apology of the white establishment. 
They were getting a lot of bad press and this was 
some kind of public relations tactic. 

"The city council of the city of Selma in Dallas 
munty racagnjzing the seriousness of the present sit- 
r;tsJfian in this community do affirm unanimously a 
bIief in law and order. " 

Belid@* and order is code language for seg- 
mgation,r 

"Each &rra strenuously oppose passage of the 
civil rights act of 1964, being mindful of the conse- 
quences to our community. We are confident that the 
overwhelming majority of our citizens believe with 
us that im and order must prevail and that there 
can be no other solution to this problem. However 
strong the provocation, calmness and self restraint 
by each of us is the greatest protection for all con- 
cerned in this time of crisis." 

Get back to your shanties! 
"We sincerely and earnestly recommend this 

mtlBe for the whole community with the heartfelt 
conviction that it is the best course at this time for the 
entire city and county." 

What is so interesting is that the mayor of Selma 
at that time, Smitherman, is still the mayor of Selma. 
Things just don't change that fast. 

In the book the road is drawing closer to Mont- 
gomery and I thought of Montgomery as being the 
locus of the white resistance. That's where George 
Wallace was [governor of Alabama]. I reproduced 
the white press accounts of the march. The text floats 
above the images. They claimed that it was a law- 
less act. There were some funny quotes too, for 
instance, "There has been no lynching or hanging in 
Dallas county in the last fifty years," - that from one 
of the city council members. Then another piece frc 
the Montgomery Advertiser about why they should 
n't march on the highway. It was such transparent 
garbage that I felt like it deserved to be immortal- 

contd , on page n 
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I contd.. from page TI 

1 this whole issue, which was burning in the hearts of 
I people - the fervent desire for civil rights. For cen- 

turies of injustice there should be a righting of this 
terrible wrong. 

Now as we zoom in on Dr. King another color is 
added. The blue starts to neutralize the red. And this 
is the conclusion of the book. At the church where Dr. 
King preached a monument reads, "I had a dram." 
[The implication being that he no longer has that 
dream. He died for that dream.] You have to say that 
Dr. King's dream has not come to fruition. A failure, 
basically. The phrase from the famous speech on the 
steps of the Lincoln Memorial m 1963, was, "I have a 
dream." 

Meador's books are available from Printed Matter Book- 
store a t  DIA, 77 Wooster St., New York, NY 10012 

List of Chf Meador's books: 
Sunday at the Fort, Promdence, RI, 1979 
Four Cards, Providence, RI, 1980 
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Landforms, Atlanta, GA, 1980 
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Moments of Right Livelihood, Atlanta, GA, 1981 
Similes, Atlanta, GA, 1981 
Great Men of the Modern Age, Rhmebeck, NY, 1982 
Cut, Rhinebeck, NY, 1983 
Doom, Barrytown, NY, 1984 
Pressure Vessel, Rhinebeck, NY, 1985 
New Doors, Atlanta, GA, 1985 
Stampland, Atlanta, GA, 1988 
Rising, Converging, Atlanta, GA, 1988 
You Were Traveling, Atlanta, GA, 1988 
(G)reene(s), Purchase, NY, 1988 
Up Cog Bridge Hope, Purchase, NY, 1988 
Mighty Fortress, Purchcrse, NY, 1989 
Anecdote of the Jur, Purchase, NY, 1989 
Sea Change, Purchase, NY, 1990 
Massive Infection, Purchase, NY, 1990 
Testland, F'urchase, NY, 1990 
Foxtrot Oscar Lima Lima Yankee, Purchase, NY. 1991 
Toy Soldiers, Purchase, NY, 1993 
The Absent King, Purchase, NY, 1994 
Alabama Railroad Mansion, Purchase, NY, 1994 
A.A.A.R.P., Purchase, NY, 1994 
Long Walk, Purchase, NY. 1995 
Negative Books /Positive Produce, Purchase, NY, 1995 
Nutritional Disease Throw Rugs, Purchase, NY, 1395 
Long Slow March, Purchase, M, 1997 
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lohn Erie Broaddus: A Fashioner of Books 
Renee Riese Hubert and Judd D. Hubert 

A painter by profession, a costume designer and mas- 
querader on occasion, Broaddus owes hts fame mainly to 
the books he produced between 1973 and 1990, the year of 
his death. Apart from Sphinx and the Bird of Paradise, 
published in jo copies by the Kaldewey Press, the artist 
praduced one-of-a-kind books, creating most of them from 
scr~teh or altering akeady printed and, at least on one 
occasion, illustrated volumes. Among hrs numerous pro- 
duct~ons, we have selected four to wrlte about; two entire- 
ly handmade volumes, Turkestan Chronicle and Space 
Shot, two altered books, Petronlus Arbiter's Satyricon and 
a profus&y illustrated book on French culture, France I. 
We feel, hawever, that a few brief comments on Sphinx 
and Ute Bird td Paredise may provide a useful introduc- 
tian to his m insofar as h ~ s  one and only multtple some- 
how b r i d p  the gap between fashion design and book- 
work. 

PuMihed by Kaldewey Press, Sphinx and the Bird of 
Paradise, Broaddugs "livre de peintre" appeared In an edi- 
tion of 10 + 5 copies. The graphics consist of "color xerox" 
and cut-outs. Some pages have paste-ons, a procedure 
quite foreign to his one-of-a kind-books, at least those we 
have seen. In keeping with the impresswe style typical of 
most "livres de peintre", the book's large format allows 
consicferable room for the artist's numerous cut-outs and 
the color xeraxes. However, compared to Space Shot and 
Turkestan Chronicle, the images appear somewhat diluted 
perhaps because the artist felt more at ease in dealing with 
lesser formats. The cobred graphics feature animals, 
mainly cows, and costumed people, notably the "salnt" 
produced and performed by none other than the artist in 
the late seventies. Actually, these fancy costumes reflect 
Broaddus's performance art at about the time he turned In 
earnest to bookwork. Paradoxically, both the sphinx and 
the bird of paradise remain noticeably absent from Broad- 
dus's amply populated zoo! Unlike the Kaldewey volume - 
the artist's only multiple - the sphinx may well have 
enjoyed a kind of uniqueness despite ~ t s  multifarious rep- 
resentations In Egypt and Greece, whereas birds of par- 
adise may not even figure on the llst of endangered 
species. Because both the imaginary monster and the spec- 
tacular passerine from New Guineau remain as invisible as 
the text ttself, the title and, for that matter, the book 
become more and more enigmatic. Perhaps Broaddus has 
simply ventured a sardonic comment on the banality and 
precariousness of present day existence, so far removed 
from paradise and myths. But he may also have had in 
mind costuming, suggested by the spectacular feathers of 
birds of paradtse, and disguise, characteristic of the 
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progresslon and continuity amply by turning the pages. 
But perhaps we can regard the book as a gallery of paint- 
i n g  where the gallery man~fests its omnipresence as build- 
ing and display center through, and by means of, the vari- 
ous cut-out spaces. Indeed, viewers can freely move back 
and forth according to the direction in whlch they turn the 
leaves. In this respect, Turkestan Chronicle has much in 
common wlth the angled vlstas OF the Frankfurt Museum of 
Contemporary Art which advantageously displays itself in 
the act of exhibiting its collections, 

Although we may interpret Turkestan Chronicle as 
recording a take-over of the library world by the fine arts-- 
by painting, sculpture, and architecture-we may also 
regard it in more modest terms as the dressing or costum- 
lng of a book. Brmddus, mdeed, had acquired notofiery 
thanks to the fanciful as opposed to fashionable costumes 
he des~~ned;  and, as we have already Tntrmated, his Sphinx 
and the Bird of Paradise features colorful costmes, 
many of them displayed by the artist himself in the course 
of hrghly theatrical "happening". UnIrke his painting and 
his boob, his imaynatrve clothing belongs to performance 
art. In any case, alterations, cut-outs, and the bold match- 
mg of colors in his bookwork take on additional meanings 
because of his abidlng concern with costume design. Far 
from destroying volumes, he dresses them In the most 
exquisite finery, 

From the front cover on, the inmdlble color display 
with its ever renewed desips and spatial incisions strong- 
ly suggests that this book discoura~es and even defies 
reproduction. Moreover, it avotds any sort of repetition. 
Because of the predominance of mixed as opposed to prt- 
mary colors, we can hardly reduce its lum~nous scale to 
tried if not true moral and psychological cliches. When we 
open the book, we might view the adjoining left and rlghr 
sides as modified extensions of one another and point to 
thelr well-balanced similarities; but we can hardly make 
the same sort of claim when we compare the back and 
fmnt of the same leaf whtch show few signs of kinship or 
continuity. Even the cut-out voids that each slde mevitably 
shares completely change their appearance by aswciating 
with different color patterns and cut-out shapes. Merely 
by turning the pap ,  the reader discovers a new world. 
Taken individually and, so to speak, out of context the var- 
ious pages rarely present a unified vision because of the 
deliberate juxtaposltlon of unrelated color patterns, all of 
them palnted, but producrng the illusion that the mtst has 
glued together various qualities of paper so as to form a 
oflage. 

No less than the painted patterns, the angular and ar -  
ular cut-our windows display, whatever their shape or 

size, impeccable outl~nes. For this reason, they never 
appear haphazard or accidental but aiways display the 

signs of painstaking artisanal work. These windows func- 
tion in two quite different ways: in the first place, they 
permit or, better stil1,hrce the viewer to peer through 
pages instead of merely scrutinizing the uninterrupted or 
undisturbed spectacle of a self-sufficient picture; in the 
second place, they create additional patterns among the 
color displays of a given page. Thus, three dimens~onality 
not only characterizes the book or gallery as a whole, but 
clearly marks the indivrdual leaves. In moving from a given 
level-from a p e n  page- our eyes, instead of merely 
viewing sfraightlind hollows, must retain the complexi- 
ties of already registered patterns and combine them with 
the newly revealed layers and their opening windows. 

Turkestan, the only descriptive word in the t~tle, sug- 
gests an Imaginative, if not entirely imaginary, concatena- 
tion of regictns together wlth a medley of different epochs, 
peoples, and Lmguages. It assembles in a few pages China, 
Mongolia, and Turkey, even more remote chronologically 
than spatially, together with thelr rich cultural associa- 
tions. Lands of brightly colored rugs and exotic costumes 
appeming along rn unending silk road produce a myriad of 
a n a l w o a d  varying patterns. Thanks to his suggestive 
abstract w!nt in~ and voyeuristic windows, the artist suc- 
ceeds in combining landscape with pageantry. Each page 
tells its awn wordless story while participating, in varying 
degrees, in tlte adventures of all the others. Indeed, from 
the black end-paper we can glimpse a pin-point of light 
emana te  fmm the square window at the begrnning. 

The square window framed by the ornate front cover 
summarizes in a smgle concentrated mew what the book 
holds in stock. The opening pages extend and mutiply this 
irritral perceptxan of several layers of shapes and colors 
pressins apinst the regular red rim of the wrndow. Within 
the open boak, dissonant colors flash into view, for 
instance stretches of intense pink followed by equally 
assertive paaches of green or yellow. Determtnedly spread 
across the p a w ,  disseminated spots show the impossrbili- 
ty of any chance of containment. While cut-out triangles 
sfswlted at varying angles to and from each other suggest 
irregulas motion and displacement, rigorously parallel 
criss-moss stripes, occupying the center of the page, pro- 
vide, ahanis 10 rhe support of subsequent leaves, tempo- 
rary consolidation. Toward the end of the book, lighter 
a& less cancenfrated scenes emerge as though to prevent 
the boa from reaching too riotous a climax. 

We may wonder to what extent we can treat as a book 
a bound volume contain$ng no lettering or signs save for 
scattered dots devoid of context. Does such an artrfact 
provide textuality even in the broadest or loosest sense of 
the term? The very notion of narrative or even of 
sequence seems irrelevant. It. would appear that Broad- 
dus's colorful and multipatterned book can m no way have 
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tiny hole pierced through the end-paper brings us all the 
way back to the beginning as though to produce a 
reversible closure while reminding the reader that pene- 
trating scrutiny matters more than anything else to us in 
Turkestan Chronicle. 

Like Turkestan Chronicle, Space Shot, 1987, consists 
of 16 leaves of Arches paper and, apart from the title and 
the artist's name, dispenses with textuality. And as in 
Turkestan Chronicle, Broaddus, by means of paint and 
incisions, so transforms the Arches sheets that they 
become almost unrecognizable. Indeed, the reader has the 
quickly dispelled illusion of viewing intricate collages, con- 
sisting in one instance of imitated ruled paper. Predomi- 
nantly black and white, suggestive of typography, the 
pages nevertheless display a wide range of illumination 
and obscurity as well as regular patterns alternating and 
sometimes clashing with scattered spots. Nevertheless, 
order always manages to prevail over the inroads of chaos. 
The cut-outs consist of impeccable rectangles and squares 
forming a series of windows which, by partially overlap- 
ping with the openings on the following or preceding 
leaves, transform each page into an incipient three dimen- 
sional object. The interplay of flat painted surfaces and of 
recurring volumes contributes significantly to the architec- 
ture of the book. Early in the volume, the squares, by 
undergoing slight but systematic distortions, actually sug- 
gest a forward thrust into space. Later, an ambiguously 
shaped space shuttle, by simulating a building, momentari- 

provides an appearance of stasis. 
In spite of the absence of textuality, Space Shot sug- 

sts a plausible narrative or perhaps a set of conflicting 
narratives as opposed to Turkestan Chronicle which 
evokes atmospheres. Thus, the former relates more closely 
to fiction, the latter to the recording and ordering of expe- 
riences, imaginary of course. Perhaps the intermittent 
presence of a human figure invites us to discover a story 
within the illuminated pages particularly when we peer 
through the windows on each page for a preview of what 
will happen next. Moreover, the perception that the astro- 
naut holds his arms glued to his body and his legs pinned 
together puzzles the mind. Later on, the apparently immo- 
bilized body of the protagonist becomes more flexible, har- 
monizing with wavy movements stimulated by curving 
lines made visible in sets and series. More and more clear- 
ly defined and recognizable, the astronaut detaches him- 
self not only by leaping from the earth but also, because of 
his position, by jumping from the page. The partially cut 
out figure can swing with the leaf in contrast with the 
gigantic profiled head, perhaps that of the artist, firmly 
imbedded on the following page. If the astronaut should 
make good his escape, the profiled head would nonethe- 

fail to move freely within an inextr~cable labyrinth of 
entrances and exists. 

In keeping with a space voyage, r~gorously precise 
geometr~cal shapes prevail except when, on two occasions, 

the astronaut begins to float through space. Introduced on 
the very first page, thls astronaut, as we have stated, 
makes his figurative presence felt throughout the volume, 
for we v i m  his emplacement within the space ship rather 
than the craft itself. Contained a t  first by the space 
machine, he eventually becomes its container, and except 
for a page situated toward the middle of the book, where 
his emplacement in the machine assumes the shape of a 
sarcophagus, he succeeds in maintaintng a distance 
between himself and the craft unt~l  h ~ s  final departure, 
pedtaps for a dreamltke floatatlon in space. In spite of its 
rigorous geometry, the space shot, according to the most 
optimistic sceaario, serves as a means to attain a purely 
oneiricrsnd and fuifill a pleaslng fantasy. In addition to its 
instrumental function, the space ship, or rather the astro- 
naut's emplacement within it, would, according to this sce- 
nario, provide costuming, one of Broaddus's favorite occu- 
pations, as a sort of preliminary to his w~sh-fulfilling flight 
through space, 

The reixkr, at his or her own risk, might also derlve 
from the book a more threatening account based on van- 
ous qthoIogjes, far instance the Fall according to Gene- 
sis, but with no Eve in sight! Or, better still, the reader 
might invoke the fall of Lzlrifer according to Milton, or per- 
haps the fall d Icarus according to classical mythology 
even thou@ nocturnal darkness has replaced Apollo's 
burning shafts. Ambiguity manifests itself not only In the 
possibility of translating the images and especially the cut- 
outs into artflicting narratives, but in the title itself. By 
entitling his book Space Shot rather than, let us say, 
"Space Launch," the artlst suggests photography; and 
indeed, seeral of the mainly black and white plates sug- 
gest camera work in spite of the predominance of paintlng 
and, because of the cut-outs, sculpture as well as architec- 
ture. Moreover, the frequent use of sllver suggests silver 
prints while the hole traversing the entire book and mov- 
ing from a square to a pinpoint evokes a lens. In any case, 
Space Shot, adorned with a plethora of stars-with the 
Milky Way-deals most succintly with mankind's perplexed 
presence in the universe. 

Broaddus did not immediately create from scratch his 
own books. Indeed, his first full-scale venture into book- 
work consisted in altering an already publ~shed volume: a 
second-hand copy from a modestly priced edition of 
Perronius Arbiter's Satyricon. We may wonder whether he 
knew in 1973 of Tom Phillips' A Humument, completed in 
its rnitial version that very year, but that had appeared in 
installments since 1970. Broaddus does not go as far as 
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unwittingly pfwde a basis and an outlet. Occasionaily he 
leaves a page almost untcmhed so that the violent glow of 
the fotlowtng page with I t s  repetitive horizonnt or vertical 
lines will impose itseif a11 the more intensely. In fact, the 
brightly colored lines assault the vkwerby their blatant 
viswlity, aided and &betted in thk efideavor by the cut 
outs md the punched hots. Brmddus succeeds in trans- 
forming the page md dspiacing csnventional uniformity 
by means of swaight lines-a few bent ones occur toward 
the end--excisions and punctures f m i n g  together intri- 
cate patterns. This abundance of lines, rotors, and vaids 
remains unsfer strict control while ne~erfheless displaying 
srndeniably explosive qualities. 

Thus, Broaddus alters the _book by adding striking 
mdulterated colomand by easefully subrraa&ng parts of 
pages. Lilitk hofes, exiguous areas of absence, d i m i n a t e  
their geometriai shapes over the pas.  Their order, tbeir 
presence, and their density vary fram leaf to feaf, Punch- 
ing holes may render the page defgctive, atthough In sta- 
tianmy it usually provides a gateway toward order. Broad- 
dm, of course, subverts such urititarim practices. By pro- 
viding the viewer with gkmpses of another pag, the 
punched holes- and cut-outs disrupt the continuity of the 
volume, for, in additton to progressin!: by urnins the 
pages, the viewer moves through them. Bmaddus has 
amnged weusistic marriages between the two sides of 
each leaf without infringng on its autonomy OP radically 
mdying  fts shapee Whtk wvicfing a multipliciry of visu- 
al pattern, the cut-out sectkmi d the w e  and even the 
small punched holes function as windows prmitting the 
reader to have access to several pages simultaneousity. By 
leading to repeated interntion, these coordinated view- 
ings remIer the otherwrise @xed images vnstabte and allow 
them to g?mrfite motion, 

In the Et]rriron p l m ,  perhaps kwuse of the poor 
quality of the pilper, Boaddus makes use of clear adhesive 
tape so as to modify the sizes of the reamgular openings 
and woke the tramparensy wmjniscent of window panes. 
But the presence of tape in this mwmrpho.sis sf an ofd 
book into a new one i r a a i f y  susgests a temporary rep~ir 
job rather than pr&smJ restoration, Moreover, 
punched holes and tape suggest secretarial activities 
rather than ~u'tistltl~ techniqm md prwedures. Detracting 
'fmm the very idea of cr&ftsmanship, they point to the 
make-shift practices &some, but by no means all, pop 
art&% Mause punch&g holes and pit- belong on the 
%me l ed  as the ordinary paper of $he &rim s~ffected, 
we m e h o w  feel that Ewaddus may have engineered a 
clash beween law brow and high bow art-between tin- 
kering a d  cheaprwss on the one hand, and the assertion 
of a n m e s s  on the other. 

Sev-erat pages bear a s m p  stating that "&is book is 

the property of the display depmtment". Broaddus insists 
once more on the idea of appropriation in much the same 
way that he reverses the notions of old and new. This 
repeated f m u l a  also provides a proper designation for a 
book which alternatively displays and hides texts. At the 
end @f the volume, two little pfastic containers house a 
191iMm pair of spectacles and the circular confetti of 
punched out holes. Thus, he gives a new meaning to the 
tiny d@ out pieces of paper by preserving them as 

nrs ready for recycling if not as retics of martyred 
lea-. T&en out of context from the standpoint of their 
us& fulfiLng function, they can henceforth exist as art, 
because of their newly acquired uselessness. 

&mmting in different ways the fixity of the page, 
ut holes on the pages and the confetti in the 
the notion of scattering, of casual dissemi- 

to the order established by the arch~tec- 
e have outlined. The trangressive spec- 

turning the page5 add transparencies to 
, windows to windows while designating 

M d - s  combinim viewer and vision. On the back 
&ww of tlae we mad Memoirs of a Dragonfly as 

sion of the Satyricon had 
b. The title of the book 

frwt cover, supplied by Broaddus as 
fw thr! orignal binding. Thanks to a colorful 

appqriated the book before the 
ta @pen it and discover its subject 

araist displaces and 
pfwgces and, in SO doing, reasserts his 

freedo#%. 
Housed in an oM fashioned metal case, functioning 

ctf Pandora's unsetthng box, the 
mbines  protection with imprison- 

s its own wind~w: a glass pane which, 
Pvhen m W w i &  a efottr, enlivens the dormant punched 

t3mb ilnd entices them to dance. Thus, the artist 
to a new magic trick in giving more life to the 
which a rare brushstroke or a waving line had 

lifeless regularity. He has intermittently 
present before reaching the final signature. 

~ls; altered France I fairly late in his career. 
UnXh %Myricsn, France I-the first in a series of volumes 
Mw vrPrious lands and peoples-contains not only 
i d m t i v e  texts but a weaith of illustrations displaying 
aspeas of French sites, art, culture, and customs. A well- 
knm literary scholar, John C. Lapp, the book's editor, 
practically Quarant= its pedsgogical reliability. Altering 
such a valume must haw presented the artist with a forrni- 
dabb task, for instead of covering up, decorating, and cut- 
ting ou2 rewlarly or&& letterpress, he had to deal with 
texts sharing page space w£th illustration and photographic 

contd.. on page ao 
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displays, many in fult color. Whereas in Turkstan Chroni- 
cle, which also involves geography and history, he had a 
free hand, in Frame f he had to conquer and occupy the 
territory both strateically and tactically. France I stands 
out as Rroaddw's most ambitious project for not only did 
he have to meet head on t~aditionat prdctices in manufac- 
tured books, but he aiso had to assert his own creative 
methods against an impressive array of consecrated arti- 
facts. 

As Broaddus does not seek to clarify, embellish, or 
improve upon the informative texts and images of France 
I, we might describe his aggressive relationship with the 
volume as metaphorica! or, more precisely, epiphorical. In 
relating to France i, he sets against the discontinuities 
inevitable in such all-encompassing "guidebooks" a conti- 
nuity all his own. We might even say that he spreads his 
easily recognizable signature over the entire volume, 
which, from a book phrtly devoted to cementing on vari- 
ous artistic genres, metamorphows into an art object com- 
bining, like Turkestan Chronicle, palnthg, sculpture, and 
architecture, 

In altertng Frmc I both by addiFion and substraction, 
Broaddus produces clashes between otherwise unrelated 
ans and unsuspected interrelations among various aspects 
of French life, Biecause the alterations taken in their 
entirety function contrapuntally, these clashes'acquire a 
pieasing musical quality rather 'than the disturbing associa- 
tions characteristic of, let us say, pop art. Thus, Broaddus's 
harmonies trmcend the instructive ordering of the text- 
book from which they derive. For that reason, we can rea- 
sonably suaest that not only has he altered the book, but 
France and the French as well in terms of his own creative 
approach. 

The book opens with a picture of the Arc de Triomphe 
du Camusel, cut-out withfn the arch so as to form ~l door- 
way or window $Vins ~imuIr&aeous acfeta to French civl- 
lization and to Bro8ddtlsis privately ordered universe. A 
broad black band cevering the bottom of the page suggests 
the reversal of the military triumphs commemorated on 
the Arc as opposed to the artist's more peaceful conquests, 
for instance, on the other side of the leaf, a bright self-ref- 
erential abstraction. An aeriat view of 1le de la CitC fol- 
lows. 8roaddus has cut out the river on both sldes of the 
idand, leaving intact only the bridges. I t  so happens that, 
on the other side of the leaf, the mt-outs pmduce harm- 
nious patterns wlthin a blue abswmion ever so lightly 
overmating the book's table of contents. As in Turkestan 
Chronicle, m-outs prochrce completely different effects 
when viewed from opposite sides of the teaf. Johanna 
Drucker has discussed this feature. In Fratlce I, however, 
the cut-outs derive much of their evocative power from 
the amputated photographs and letterpress. Thus, the 

artist has added negirion and deprivat~on to absence. 
By cutting away large sections of pages, Broaddus, 

either with mdtce aforethou~ht or "hasard objectif," estab- 
lashes astonishing connections between well-known monu- 
ments as well as between them and h ~ s  own imaginative 
creaciom. And this technique, present throughout the vol- 
ume, brings epiphoric retatlofiships to new heights. Thanks 
to  the psoxfmity of shapes and colors, the cut-out itself 
can nrrw arrd again function as a monument in its own 
right. By clever cutting, a cute photograph showing ch~l- 
dren o b m l n g  an artist drawing, it would seem, their por- 
traits, metamorphoses on the other side of the leaf into a 
pigantic statue consisting of Watteau's famous Arlequin 
partjy framed within a dark blue Broaddus abstraction. On 
anothes page, the exiguous heads of rwo (no doubt) 
famous chefs and an isolated arm emerge from a remark- 
ably complex abstract painting unfortunately invisible to 
them, 

The book reaches a cNmax In the treatment of "la 
Place de 1'Etoile." By systematically cutting out all the radi- 
ating avenuex Broaddw has generated, starting with the 
reverse side of the leaf, a series of concentric abstractions. 
In this particular instance the alterations not only derive 
from, but, to a certain extent, duplicate in another medium 
the radiating effect contrived by Baron Haussmann and his 
architects, The other side of the cut-out leaf shows an 
almost perfect clrcje, repeated in ever diminishrng sizes on 
the following four leaves which relate only indirectly to 
the originating Place de l'Etoile, which has thus triggered a 
systematic bispiwement from the real Paris to an essen- 
tially formal universe. Once the circles have abated, the 
bosk rries once again to a m r t  its useful presence, but 
without really diminisMng encroachments by the artist. A 
map of France showing by ammulations of dots popula- 20 - eon densities in various regions manages to blend in with 
Broaddw's well known propensity to disseminate spots - 
and qjglilshs of color throughout his abstractions. One of 
the fa alterations features, on one side of the leaf, the 
cut-our portrait of Madame de Pompadour and, on the 
other, the front of the Roman theater in Orange rogether 
with an expanse of water and a monumental statue. Sur- 
rounded by one of Broaddus's most compelling abstrac- 
tions co-nsisting of colored splashes against a bIack back- 
ground, this assemblage, by creating a fairyland effect, 
lands m in another world. Thus, in France I,  Broaddus may 
vesy well have produced the ultimate surreal book. 

By combining abstract painting with a profusion of 
geometrical cuts, Broaddus has produced books unlike any 
others. In fact, they may have more in common with imagi- 
native4iterary works such as Lewis Carroll's Through the 
h a n g  Glass. Nonetheless, we might establish a connec- 
tion, as we already have, to Tom Phillips or even draw par- 



with Tlm Ely and Terry Braunstein. t n d 4 ,  
stan deals as carefully with a fmtastk m $ ~ @ y  es 
mapping out imaginary spnces while his a l p ~ e l  
3f f~11  camp glmjlarltie~ with b&msa$inl$ a d p ~ a r ~ d  

ok alterat~ons, which, in a %omwhat tfiff~rent manner, 
RW the reader to penetrate inta the volume. 

4 D. and Renee ~ e s e  Hubert are professors emerltus at the Uni- 
sity of Cal~forn~a, lrvim. 
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Swbjek bad gitls for h d  

this loat d the and fmmathg In the tmml&on to emall- 

ths OK? fk7 you want me to change drrythiflg? 

Sally Gardner 

glance, In the LEE, Poztrait af a Mod- 
::-" ern Sex-deviant appears to be a n  old i s u e  of 

from the '70's or before when the 
er than now. Wording on the cover 

-=+ and in the credits reveal the "magazine" to b-e a 
of LEEX presurnabIy creat- 

Everywhere", and "Fin- 
\\ 

'6-45 A.M. The day begim, I&@ so many 

- I,. ". houm to mmo." 

IPE, The me of a pam- 

Prlhough it ~nfe~ctirsiw, Pumcrit of a Mod- 
Sx:~:Wicaat -&G &ie danger of cliche 

bard  in order to go cruising (successfully) for 
straight women, she has this to say, 

"The t d i t i o n  of women 'passing' as men 
doesn't mean we want to be men. I t  means 
we want male privilege: in a word, equality. 
Cross-d~essing &so points to the superficiality 
and  absurdity of gender role definitions. The 
fact that I can put  on male signifiers so easily, 
and as cr result be treated so differently, 
prams that gender is a sef of constructed 
codes used to blatantly disenfranchise the 
female class, " 
There is irony in the fact that Sal is a more 

interesting and  complete character than the arti- 
cle's fictional author seems capable of compre- 
hending. This lapse in credibility between the 
voice of society and Sul's voice seems to be the 
p in t  of this whoie piece, in other words, that soci- 
ety is clueless &ut lesbians while its worst fears 
might be true. But that this message comes autobl- 
ajraphically from a group of naughty girls in Win- 
nipeg makes Portrait of a Sex Deviant a wicked 
delight. 

la ths IIFE. Portrait of a Modem Sex-deviant ~s nvdcrble at Printed 
Matter %ahtore at DIA, 77 Wooster St., NYC, 10012 

- end 

*-----------I JAB BOOK PICK------------. 

Lucy Soutter, ART THEORY MADE ME CRY: AN 
ANECDOTAL THEORY BOOK, 1995 

One great thing about t h~s  book is that the title 
contains all the issues and contradictions in the 
whole work but doesn't give them all away. This 1s 
a poignant, smart, funny piece about the discrep- 
ancies between being a n  artist and having "art" 
presented in its contemporary critical guises. The 
title glves plenty of clues about the split beween 
the abstractions (often alienatingly jargoned and 
snoozily uninteresting) of critical theory and the 
emotional traumas real (living, for instance) artists 
experience in the presence of its obtuseness. Sout- 
ter is never present in this piece, it is always just 
her voice and her surrogates which we have 
access to, but there are moments when the visual 
images by which she indicates her own subject 
position are  particularly communicative - as  in 
the opening where she uses the legs (shghtly, 
unconsciously open) of a young girl sutured to a 
monster head (theory nightmare) in opposition to 

contd.. on next page 



a page in which bookshelves stand for the "advi- 
sor" who has lowered his voice to a "confidentla1 
tone." All the perversities of the power relations of 
academe are present here - the authoritative 
voice, the gender roles, the prescribed positions of 
artistlcntic, and also, of youthful perception and 
older control. Soutter's voice poses a certain 
(albe~t ironic) tone of the "lived" against the formu- 
lae of the critical,- this is not so much a piece 
about the coming of age a s  it is a piece about the 
fundamental disbnction between making and 
speaking about, between being a n  artist and 
being a n  academic. Would that they need not be 
so different. - The Eds. 



Feminism and the Book Arts 
at the Woman's Building, Los Angeles 

Alisa Scudamore 

In November, 1973 the Woman's Building of Los Ange- 
les opened its doors to become the first tnstitution dedi- 
cated to the creation of a "new art community built from 
the lives, feeling, and needs of  women."^ The quintes- 
sence of tts founding was the Feminist Studio Workshop, 
an art program established by three prominent figures in 
the emerging women's art movement: palnter Judy Chica- 
go, graphic designer Sheila de Bretteville, and art historian 
Arlene Raven. Under the tutelage of these three women 
and with the help of several other vital figures of feminism 
and art, hundreds of women were provided with the 
opportunity to define their own experience of female iden- 
tity through the exploration of art. 

From the Feminist Studio Workshop came an Impor- 
tant body of work in the printed arts and specifically In the 
format of artists' books. The main focus of this discussion 
whl be the collection of artists' books printed at the 
Women's Graphic Center as a part of the art education 
program at the Woman's Building In Los Angeles, and how 
these books represented both an innovative application of 
feminist themes as well as the skilled use of the recent 
convention of the artist's book. 

Historic Precedence 
The Woman's Building of Los Angeles took its name 

from the temporary exhibition building of women's arts 
and crafts collected from around the world for the World 
Columbian Exposition held in Chicago in 1893.2 This 
anchored the 1973 Woman's Buildins to a tradition of faith 
in the feminist perspective and capability In the arts. The 
Ch~cago version of the Woman's Building came at a similar 
time of progress In women's rights as it was situated in the 
midst of struggle for suffrage begun in the mid-1800s. The 
exhibit was a landmark achievement for American women 
as it brought artists from around the world to discuss 
women's roles in cultural and political issues in addit~on to 
thew contributions in art. 

The actual bullding at the Columblan Exposttion was 
designed by the first female architecture graduate of MIT, 
Sophia Hayden. It became the site of the first Woman's 
Congress which provided a forum to share experiences and 
Ideas on the situation of women on an international level. 
The original Woman's Bullding housed what were consid- 
ered to be the fine arts of painting and sculpture but also 
the decorative arts that were commonly associated with 
women's handiwork: embro~dery, tapestry, pottery, glass 
work, vase painting, enameling, and even metal and furni- 
ture design, Not only did this recognize the achievements 

of many women artists, but it also acknowledged the artis- 
tic value of wbrk outside the male-dominated arenas of 
painting and sculpture. This was similarly achieved in the 
feminist arts of the 1970s and at the Feminist Studio Work- 
shop as traditional female crafts like weaving, embroidery 
and other decorative arts experienced a resurgence and 
new innuvations such as performance art, installation, and 
the printing arts were explored. 

Thou2h it sewed a completely different purpose, the 
1893 Woman's Building became an appropriate model for 
the 1973 version in Los Angeks. As Sheila de Bretteville 
points out, the most famous work of the original building, 
the mural on the north tympanum entitled "Modern 
Woman" by Mary Cassatt, illustrates the common theme 
linking the two enterprises.3 The main panel 1s an illustra- 
tion of women acting out the allegorical scene "Young 
Women Plucking the Fruits of Knowledge and ScienceUq - 
an activity which was controversial for the time, but boldly 
depicted by Cassatt in large scale mural form and with the 
modern innovations of impressionistic pamting. This noble 
and unprecedented representation recqnized the poten- 
tial of women when allowed to independently pursue edu- 
cation. This notion along with the camaraderie represent- 
ed by the women picking fruit would be echoed in the 
objectives of the founders of the Woman's Building in Los 
Angles as they provided a place for women to share ideas 
and experiences, md to pursue education and the arts 
independently from the entrenched tendencies of older 
institutions. 

Establishing a Feminlst Point of View in the 1970s 
In order to appreciate the cl~mate In which these 

artists worked, the h~stor~c context of the artwork pro- 
duced at the Woman's Bullding requires partlcular atten- 
tion. The rad~cal notlon of expressing a femln~st point of 
vlew emerged as th~s  movement exper~enced a resurgence 
In the 1960s In the realm of the arts, the concepts of a 
neutral and untversal form of expression attempted In 
abstract palntlng which dominated the postwar modernist 
aesthetic was experlenclng a collapse Instead, the propo- 
nents of clvll rlghts, second wave femlnism and the anti- 

war movement viewed art as a means for volcing differ- 
ence and sought new subject matter and mediums of artls- 
tlc representatlon As a result, new communities were 
establ~shed based on these acknowledged d~fferences In 
polnt of view For feminist art, it resulted in the eventual 
transformat~on of trad~t~ons as the posltion of female Iden- 
t~ty zbecame ~ t s  own theoret~cal and aesthet~c branch The 
investigation of unlque vlewpolnts d~dn't necessitate ISO- 
latlng difference to that partlcular community For exam- 
ple, as Ch~cago put ~ t ,  feminlst art was a chance to "trans- 

2 form our circumstances into subject matter . land1 to use 



Em to reveal the whole nature of t h ~  h m e n  
In Los Angeles and the West c w t ,  a 

of feminist acfists was fmtbg M 

mw at the Los Angeles Cowzy &ern of A n  in rgyo did- 
t include a single fernak &artist & resdted in the h d -  
g of the Los Angeles C o W i  Qf W m  &tis;ts inwIviq 
eer 200 women.6 k the wknw m t  of P feminist 
Pnt-of-view gained wmmm, d women in the arts 

qgm to unite and newark, the E m d t i m  w& *@red 
r the development of the rtott~, Cmtb of feminist &r%. 

rhment of the first F m i W  A ~ x  Progrim by fsamer Judy 

gwly a discernible comMnatian of feminism and a n  
wn to unfold. As defined by Faith Wilding, fe?rPinist art 
'%-he 1970s was an "art that c a ~ g s l y  focused on the 
&tical, social, andfor p r m J  experiences of wmen, 
wf that attempted to dwo-t the myths 6f fmlniniry 
rd the traditional repreentatims of mmen."B 

d i n g  of th& Woman% Bdtdlns 
After two years at CalAfts, the leaders cllf the Feminist 

rr Program found tkm%lv@m k c m t i m 8 y  frustrated 
the restraints of working wixhin &n emMsM inslifW- 

wl, Even though CalArts &as m e  @f tk mc-Rsfve 
r xhools for its time, it stiff felt visrijzr ta the m t r m W  

?sgmnse to this dissat&factian Chic~a, rf.f B~etriBe, and 

.eation of a more corllp~c3hemive and suppartiwzl faiflist 
m u n i t y .  

In addition to rhe Feminist Studio Workhop, the 
fman's Building housed three women's theater groups, 
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three galleries, a feminist bookstore, an auditorium and 
performance space, a thrift store, a feminist travel agency, 
a cafe, an arts and crafts store, and offices for various cul- 
tural groups The Center for Femlnist Art Hlstor~cal Stud~es 
was founded, and it held the largest collection of sl~des or 
art by women Over the course of ~ t s  existence, the 
Woman's Bulld~ng, hosted many femlnlst speakers and sev- 
eral conferences featuring women wrlters, designers, 
arch~tects, f~lm and v~deo artlsts, and ceramlclsts 

Priming at t k  F&s%st StVldia War3c- 
The x ~ i v i t y  ty o f t q  phyed an irnw-1 role at 

the Fmkn&%x Stadia Wrwkhp frm the very t7etgnnfng of 
the Warn~n's Mldifig" AS t k  heid of Worn's W4g-n at 
Caf Acts in the mdy am, f o d b g  m e m w  %&la de 
Breneville saw t f f e  i m w m e  of the prifitingaarts fo-r m- 
munica'tjng the m ~ e  d lfte ifZtensifyim kminist mice. 
The aspect of multiple pr-m by prlnzXng atlaw& tan: 
to REK"~  a larger attdimce as ogpsed to OW m&iums 
that w(?t"e li&a& ta a s&#e ociginaf work. In $9- an exhi- 
bition entitied in the m t i n g  Am" w& OWM 
by HeIen Mm QE@ & dgttevllke and e n c w w  t k  
discussion and &@&aiafi of @tin% ara try wamm frum 
around the country. tos A r r s l ~ ~  a% the site far the 
Womm's Bug&& was ids4 $ipffi.t:mt in fm&rt% the 
printing arts as a mwns for women to rchllen@ arnd 
exprptss diffwenx aspects of the female identity. Graphic 
arts were a1mdy WEE-suited to r n a ~ ~ - d & t e d  dmm 
center provided by La Angeles Far years people had been 
corning to the West coast to realize their dreams, -imd 
spwificalfy to L o s  Ax~g-et~s. Pfm+ $he Wea ceast & M t  
have the %me enn"mcht?T;f t M i t i a  of the &st mx h a t ,  
prevented " w o n m f l  n w m e m  from k&@g into 
indus t r i~  like wblishiq or the arts. Ds! Bref$@vitfe @me 

tish tkmselves wit- asking perm 
else ... No ant: mediated what women had M say."ro 

Book arzlst. Susa~  King joimd sfe, ~rheyilk 
teach the first studens af the 
the u x  of gr(rphic qwar, 
Vmtndercook and Chandler (xtd Fri 
curricuturn, but IMer the prowam 
slsr printing 
~f~plicaBon. 
dents p i d  a mall tuiaian 
Workhop and full-time i 
per yew. By 1981, almost a decade &%ec its k ~ ~ r n ,  &e 
non-prefit Warnart's Buifding WaattJ the Hf)'m$nfs 
Graphic Cater  Typesetting and W g n  Ma to he@ 
fund the education m d  aft m a k i ~ p q r a m .  ET Sevwwl 
women who had been mined or involved in the prktmg 
arts in previous y e s  were invalved in this efiterprise 
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Including Susan King, Anne Gauldin, Sue Ann Robinson, 
and Sue Mayberry. Photo typesetting, design, production, 
stats, and printing were among the servlces offered. Addi- 
tionally, studio space was rented out to generate supple- 
mental income. 

he Printing of Books 
The books printed at the Women's Graphic Center 

ogram can be classified into two categories: individual 
works by artists with prrnting experience or previous class 
Instruction, or projects completed in a Workshop class as 
part of a collaborative assignment. The class printing pro- 
jects tended to use the traditional printing techniques of 
the letterpress therefore emphasizing the process of pro- 
ducing works of fastidious printed quality. Most of the 
books by individuals were offset printed and were more 
concerned with the overall message whether it was one of 
personal experience or one with a explicit social agenda. 
Because of their specific objective, these books tend to 
present a more cohesive and powerful overall statement. 
As a body of work, they illustrate some major issues in the 
relatively new areas of feminist and book arts. The follow- 
ing discussion will focus on several of these books in an 
effort to examine how the book artists at the Feminist Stu- 
dio Workshop contributed to both fields by combining 
feminist themes with the format of the book. 

These works represent a wide range of adaptations of 
the book format as a means of expression. While some are 
more attentive to the overall presentation and aesthetic, 
others are more concerned with the communication of a 
specific message. Different levels of consciousness to the 
book form are represented as some approach a more per- 
sonal, dlaristic condition while others attempt to convey a 
certain social agenda. Whatever the emphasis, the results 
are a number of truly powerful statements about the ques- 
tlon of female identity. 

Class Projects 
Though not as compelling in terms of slgntficance to 

the feminist arts, the group projects completed at the 
Women's Graphic Center should not be overlooked. Their 
importance lies in their function as instructional exercises 
in printing for a number of students who could potentially 
go on to create their own books. As an artist-in-residence 
at the Woman's Building through a grant from the Califor- 
nia Arts Council, Bonnie Thompson Norman and her class 
at the Workshop produced a group of well-executed books 
including Logical Confusions: A Collection of Aphorisms, 
Epigrams, and Silly Sayings, Look Ahead Los Angeles!, 
and Once Upon A Moment as a part of her 1989 curnctl- 
lum. Of particular interest is Once Upon A Moment in 
which students combined their work from a writing work- 
shop to create an anthology of poetry with the various 
interpretations of growing up as a woman including men- 
struation, adolescence, and mother-daughter relation- 
ships. The book opens concertina-style, and it ptays upon 
several feminine associations printed in purple ink and 
decorated with pastels. Despite the collaborative strategy, 
Once Upon A Moment integrates the fineness of well-exe- 
cuted letterpress printing and strong personal statements 
bound by a cohesive theme. 

Artist's Books by Individuals 
One of the common pretexts for bookmaking at the 

Workshop involved the use of consciousness-raising sub- 
ject matter, often in areas that had rarely been attempted 
before as artistic material. The difficulty of pioneering 
these topics was the possibility of confronting personal 
and painful issues as well as taking the risk of shocking the 
potential audience. Artlsts Michele Kort and Rachel 
Youdelman took such risks when they addressed the topic 
of lesbian relationships in their books, Some of My 

Michele Kort and Rachel Youdelman, Some of My Friends, Feminist Studio Workshop, 1975 



Friends (1975) and Let's Fall In Love (1973) 12 The subject 
of Intimacy between women and even the topic of intlma- 
cy written by women had had little representatton In the 
arts at this tlme Kort's Some of My Friends has a sol~d 
pink cover and opens wlth a quote from Virglnla Woolf's 
The Waves The main spreads include a photograph of a 
friend on the left and text descr~bing the author's relat~on- 
ship to them on the rlght. The passages generally describe 
a turnlng polnt, often how the relat~onship fell apart The 
repetition and the Impassiveness of each narrative create 
a disturbing journal-11ke collection of faded relat~onshlps 
that maintains a particular distance for such a personal 
subject 

Whlle Kort applies the book form as an Ironic cata- 
logue, Youdelman uses it In a different manner to address 
the topic of lesb~anism. In Let's Fall In Love, an image of a 
woman drivlng a car is repeated on consecutive pages in 
an almost flip-book fash~on to anlmate her as though she 1s 
speaklng Below each picture is a one llne caption of what 
drlver appears to say. The book has a simple construction, 

the paper is folded and stapled into a booklet, and the PIC- 
tures are photocopied photographs colored-in by hand. It 
begins like the title, "Let's fall in love," and ends asklng, 
"why shouldn't we fall in love7" Using a seemingly 
stra~ghtforward approach, Youdelman suggests the com- 
plexity involved In something as simple as falling In love 
when a new set of issues is confronted as they are for two 
women 

Merle F~shman and Sue Mayberry attempt a slmllarly 
untradit~onal subject matter by confronting the trauma of 
~ncest from a femln~st perspective m their book in secret 
in silence in shame in sorrow in cest (1979). It util~zes 
the sequentla1 aspect of book pages in order to create a 
progressively polgnant testimony about the suppressed 
Issue of incest Each spread has a photograph on the left 
s ~ d e  and text made up of poetic memory fragments on the 
r~ght side. In the photograph a father kneels with his arms 
around h ~ s  small daughter as they both smlle at the cam- 
era. The same photograph IS repeated on every spread, but 
gradually gettlng larger until the violent grlp of the father's 
hand on the child's body is revealed. The text IS composed 
of varlous poetlc fragments arranged In different type sizes 
and spacing configurations and seems to parallel the 
development of the picture as it becomes more dynamic 
and frantic in its fervor as welt as typographical presenta- 
tlon Fishman and Mayberry use the page-turning proges- 
slon of the book to create a disturbing climax and end it 
wlth an lnformatlve passage about Incest in a consclous- 
ness-provoking gesture to the reader. They successfully 
use both text and image to provide a disturbing glrmpse 
into the psychological and phys~cal damage lnfl~cted by the 
avo~ded subject of Incest 

Merle F~shman and Sue Mayberry, in secret in silence in shame incest, 
ferninid WJ@ -p* rm 

Suzanne Lacy addresses the related subject of bodily 
ownership and control from a woman's perspective, but 
with a very different approach. Better known for her per- 
formance art, Lacy was active In many events held at the 
Woman's Budding and often made books in conjunction 
with her performance pleces. In Falling Apart (1976) she 
pays particular attention to the effects of the materials 
and process of bookmaking. The book is made from brown 
paper l~ke  that of a disposable grocery bag and is bound 
tightly w ~ t h  black strlng. The text is mostly typewritten 
(only twenty copies were made), except for a few hand- 
written parts in red Ink. The entire book 1s wrapped sever- 
al tlmes in an ace bandage and secured with a metal med- 
~ca l  fastener forcing the reader to take part in the ritual of 
unwrapping and wrapplng the metaphorical "wound" of 
the book with each readlng. 

Once Inside the book, Lacy opens with the statement, 
"Violence IS not always what ~t seems." Included are an 
assortment of appropriated elements ~ncludlng comic 
strips, newspaper cl~pplngs, and photographs. She creates 
"defin~tions" for phrases l~ke  "fallen woman", and even 
Inserts a "Bill of Sale" for her own body. The varlous 

contd., on page 28 
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images 17nd texts are fraught with references to physicdity 
and violence, crime, msess10~  the body., and touch. Bud- 
ily waunds are reiterated as Lacy places impresions of 
hand priilts, gauze, and rapes in red ink over several 
p a p .  The overall effect is a sbcIchg revelation of the 
commomtity tn acts of violence committed against 
women. Using the format of the book allows Lacy to 
assemble a collecl.tron of referen~~s to make a powerfut 
and cohesive statement on a t 

With m e  poigrtaney, tacy addresses the subject 
of rape in her most famous work &pe IS (IS$. In contrast 
to Falling Apart, however; she strips the contents down to 
a powerfully simple and direct use of the book format. 
&afn the reader is forced to make an entry into the book 
that remates metaphortcalfy by breaking a red seal on 
the cover. The main pages are plain white, marked only by 
the black typk of the text. On the left of each spread are 
the words, "rape is", and an the right is a short account of 
some instance of rape, sexual assault, or harassment. The 
passages range in psychologcal k~el and StuaEbn from a 

treet to the court roam of a rape trial. By 
- *wing solid red end pages, Lacy c m t m  an effective 
-- metaphor of wounding which complemnr the black type 
. that blemishes the pureness of the white pages. The end 
resutt ts a com~llingsumrnation of the everyday acts of 

. both psychobgical and physical session experienced by 

' bcrak Golden toms (rgn) pay; simitar attention to presen- 
tation that lacy's work did. Gaufke's is a less cmventional 

5 application of the baok as it is made up of small square 
-. - pages afftxd to a delicate strip of white gauze-like materk- 

- a al. The bwk in Its closed state foids up cotpcertina-szyk 
_ . into a smil rectangie and sirs a t q  a shiny btgk lacquer 

- . ': platform. The p a p  m made up of sslmpie pictures and 
short captions and alternate ktween a Momrat ion of 

ing and an tltuswatron of the process of 
hg. This ancient Chinee tradition of 

ttghtfy mpping w m n ' s  f e e  def@rm& them in such a 
m y  thatpreverttd the women from walking. By juxtaps- 

with the treemem of the bonsai 
tree, Gatilke emwsizes the tendencies of sockty to 
maflipalate nature far d?e pzlrpl~se of conforming to pre- 
scribed standardts. m e  empies of tbe distortim of 
m r e  create a pawerful m t a p b r  about the pressure 
placed upon women to confom to the common notion of 
beauty and servility as defined by society. Gadke's utiliza- 

tfre oriental style pedestal in 
presenmtion result in an 

essgnce of ritual that only strengthen me;taphor and 
ment with the book form. 

tnteratingly, both Gaulke and Lacy are attentive to 
the prat?ess of elrperiencing their books that seems to cor- 
respond to tk ir  interest In performance art. Though more 
conventbnal in the use of the book, Lacy's Three Love 
Starks (~978) attains a performance-like quality as rt nar- 
rates three tales about women in relationships In a lighter, 
more tawe-in-cheek fashion than previously seen in 
Lacy's wmk Each stoq uses photographs of bodily organs 
whgh m a u t  the one tine captrons on the bottom of the 

t @me is a story of heartbreak showing an 
heart inside a jar as it is smashed to pleces, 
teaher ,  and placed into a new jar. The text 

photographs. She dramarizes the 

'upan them for every breath in sus- i I 

and final story entttled, "Under My 1 

I 

with a ribbon and the ciimact~c 
moatled, 'I'm yours."' The witty 

wt In combination with the images of 

in the arts in the form of a fold-out post- 

of Lacy painting a canvas with a paint-by- 

rates W s w r n e y  with observations like, "But this Mona 
is made in the ima* of Leonardo. . . She 
mibht &s not speak." In describing the artist, Raven 
wHW, 'she is a universal halitnark of woman-mysrerrous, 
se!f-e_~~b%d, stlent. S h e  is the European artistic tradition 
at I t s  h i w t  level of aspiration. At the start she is unfin- 
ished. * 

tn bssel Lacy measures the buttocks of the sculpture 
of Hercules, an historic figure that best epitomizes mas- 
culinity and classically trained artistic representation. In 
response, Lacy and Raven mdke a sarcastic comment on 
the historic standards of art that seem to be permanentty 

I 
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"SCIENCE WACINID": A REVIEW 
by Ruth McGurk 

"Science Imagined", an  exhibition of artists' 
books was held at the Berkeley Art Center [Berke- 
ley, CAI from October 27 to December 29, 1996. 
The selection process was done in two ways; 47 
books came by invitation and 33 more were vetted 
by a jury of Susannah Hays, the curator, Robbin 
Legere Henderson, the director of the Art Center 
and Robin Rlder, the special collections librarian 
at the University of Wisconsin, Madison. 

The theme was interpreted variously with the 
degree of science involved differing widely. Col- 
laborahons were encouraged and mostly took the 
form of female artists collaborating with male sci- 
entists. That these men were also loved ones and 
working in applied sciences led to books about 
meteorology, wastewater treatment and artificial 
intelligence. The glamour of big sclence also took 
a back seat to a simple interest in natural history. 
Several artists chronicling their own scientific 
education testified about the bugaboo science has 
become for nonscientists and hinted at its short- 
comings. Others treated scientific keystones such 
as the periodic table as  decorative elements. 
Some fetish and fortune-telling books left sclence 
behind altogether and belonged in another show: 
Anhscience Imagined. 

In a theme show like this, some amount of 
muddle was to be expected. Not every book was 
going to be a successful blend of the topic and the 
form. The organizers were at the mercy of the 
invited artists to come up with engaging work. 

ere was no way of knowing if their responses to 
e topic would prove to be inspired or at least 

ng flops until the books arrived. At the 
was impressed with the variety of the 

n subsequent visits I examined all the 
ks and discovered my favontes. I judged the 
w a success on the basis of these gems. 
Diane Jacobs' Card Catalog was particularly 

king. Its complicated structure was more reml- 
ent of an  Advent calendar than a card catalog 
no matter. It rewarded a quick glance or pro- 

nged attention with visual and verbal treats. 
crunched the project with a n  ink blot etching 
r own design; then, solicited responses by 

rinting, "What does it look like for you?" on each 
rd with instructions on the back. The 74 respons- 
she received mostly came from college students 
to psychological testing. In the piece these 
ds were mounted in a grid and juxtaposed 

9: 

D~arne Jacob, cud Ultakrg, lqpo's 

Aronow a d  Marvin Reznikoff. Jacobs printed 
them two's diagnostic categories letterpress. What 
made the piece entertaining was the interplay 
k re tw~n  seemingly arbitrary psychological cate- 
gories and the scrawled comments of the artist's 
de fact0 colIabrcrtors. I liked the 'Mp., responses 
that show intellectual pretentiousness as 'an 
armadillo-it's a form of anteater, you know" and 
the "Arej." rejections of he card, 'Anything but a 
frog. Nope, doesn't look anything like any kind of 
amphibicmn the best. I also learned k t  sming 
squashed tomatoes, peg-leg suilors or Joseph Stal- 
in in an  ink blot indjccrtes a sadomasochistic ori- 
entation. Who knew. I wasn't inclined to quibble 
that Card Catalog didn't belong in the book phy- 
fum. Its book-like qualities of a readable text and 
turnable pages that furthered the narrative were 
enough for me, 

Sonya Rapoport's col~abomtion with scientists 
at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Horizontal 
Coklt, was also a standoat. It considered the ele- 
ment eoMt  over time from its uses in alchemy to 
its behavior in nuclear reactions. The book was 
done on computer paper and was hung horizon- 
tally It r e q u i d  considerable neck strain to read 
the text wMch was veTficd, In it RupoQort com- 
pared the secrecy of the alchemists to that of the 
phMeisb at the nuclecrr rasearch facility at Liver- 
mom, Galikrmia. "Everyone knows what goes on 
and no one knows much.%e integration of the 
text and images was exemplary. Her drawings 
and xerox transfers faded into blue and sepia text 
bfucks. The prominent image of a gnome referred 
to t ix  medieval German belief that the presence 
of cobalt in silver ore was the work of gnomes, 
koboId. 

The loopy, cryptic comments of two highway 
engineers were featured in Anne Schwartzburg's 
Making Spcrce. The book wcrs in two sections. 
One, consisted of captioned drawings made from 
video stills in which the engineers appear to draw 
their intended road in midcrir and the other, of 



writing these w e  records many of them 
~ E ~ Q I I  a bit or a whale of cm amount of senfi- 
rnenf." 
Lisa. Kokin didn't pretend to any great knowl- 

edge of chemistry in her book titled Chemistry but 
did manage a lot of wry pairings of scientific terms 
and found photos. Flash pxnt,sho.wad a pointed 
bra and a n  equally pointed smi1e;uncertamty 
principle, two men in an  embrace. 

Finally, my pick for the funniest book was Jane 
Starosciak's Entropy and the Speed of Light. It 
consisted of cx line, an asterisk, a bibliography and 
a record of rejections from libraries whlch did not 
consider it a n  adequate return on thelr $7.50 
investment and wanted thelr money back. 
(The catalog for the show can be obtained from 

BACA, 1275 Walnut St., Berkeley, CA 94709 (5 10) 
644-6893.) 

- end 

Bookmaking: Summer Workshops 
at Visual Studies Workshop 

Joan Lyons, June 30-July 4 
Bookmaking: Personal Stories 

Douglas Holleley, July 7-July 11 

From Print to Book via Desktop Publishing 

John Wood G Laurie Snyder, July 7-July I I  

Photography and the Hand 

Scott McCarney, July 14-July 18 
Structures For Visual Books 

Ulrike Stoltz G Uta Schneider, July 21-July 25 
Bookmaking: To Spin Straw into Gold 

Scott McCarney, July 28-Aug. I 

Albums and Boxes: Bookbinding for Artists G 
Photographers 

Brad Freeman, Aug. 4-Aug. 8 
Desktop Publishing for Artists G Bookmakers 

(also photography, Macintosh computer, filmhideo) 

Catalog from 
Vlsual Stud~es Workshop 
31 Prlnce Street, Rochester, NY 14607 
TEL 716-442-8676 
FAX 716-442-1992 
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